This article argues that just as manufacturing underwent a process of 'proletarianization' so too has the academic world also undergone a process of 'proletarianization.' In the academic industry wages have been cut, workers have been laid off, work loads have been increased, and class size have increased dramatically over the past three decades. Thus, the academic industry does not function outside the capitalist economy but rather is subject to the same dynamics that drive down wages and increase unemployment in the manufacturing sector. A major difference, however, is that while craft workers were replaced in manufacturing by relatively un-skilled wage workers, in the academic industry workers are expected to maintain high levels of training and skills even as their wages have declined and their work load has increased.

In 1968, Dr. Charles Macune was hired by California State University-Northridge (then known as San Fernando Valley State College) as a tenure track assistant professor in the department of history. His starting salary was $8,676 a year, and two years later, in 1970, when Dr. Macune bought a three bedroom home in Thousand Oaks for $29,250, his annual salary had increased to $9,324 a year. By teaching summer school Dr. Macune was able to make the down payment of $3,000, and went on to raise a family in that home that he still lives in today. Dr. Macune’s experience was typical of newly hired faculty at California State University-Northridge in the 1960s and 1970s, when the salary of an assistant professor was sufficient to purchase a comfortable home in the middle class neighborhoods of Woodland Hills, Culver City, and the Pacific Palisades.2

Today the median price of a home in Woodland Hills is $579,000,3 which would mean that a new hire at CSUN would need a salary of at least $175,000 a year in order to qualify for a home loan, far more than the $52,000 starting salary for assistant professors in the history department for the 2008-2009 academic year.4 The median home price in Northridge, where California State University-Northridge is located, is $515,000, which would mean that a starting faculty member at CSUN would need a salary of at least $150,000 in order to own a home in Northridge, a salary almost three times what a starting faculty member actually makes.5

Yet this is not the whole story. Since the 1970s the twenty-three campuses that make up the CSU system have relied increasingly on "adjunct" or "part-time" faculty to teach an ever greater number of classes with an ever
greater number of students in each class. The CSU system is the largest university system in the United States and employs more faculty and staff and has more students than any other university system in the nation. While in the 1960s and 1970s part timers taught very few classes, today “part-time” faculty teach well over half the classes within the CSU system. In 1970, for example, there were forty-four tenured and tenure track professors in the history department of California State University-Northridge and only two lecturers. Today, however, there are only seventeen tenured and tenure track professors and eleven adjunct faculty members in that same history department. This trend is found throughout the university, and in the English Department there are thirty-four full time faculty members and sixty-two part time faculty members. In the Sociology Department there are currently twenty-two full time faculty members and thirty-five part-time faculty members.

This decline of full time faculty along with the dramatic growth in the “part time” faculty has been carried out despite the fact that student enrollment at CSUN has increased from roughly 24,000 in 1970 to over 35,000 full time students enrolled today—and increase of 32 percent. Thus, while student enrollment has increased over 30 percent since 1970, the tenured and tenure track faculty in the history department has declined by 62 percent. Since the number of course offerings since 1970 has also increased to keep up with the growing student population, the difference has been made up by relying increasingly on “adjunct” faculty to teach a greater percentage of history classes, a dynamic that is duplicated in other disciplines such as English, Sociology, or Anthropology.

And like the 19th century factory system in the United States and England, the growth of an “adjunct” faculty has meant an overall decrease in the salary paid to faculty, while at the same time a greater number of students are taught per faculty member. Both David Montgomery’s Fall of the House of Labor and E.P. Thompson’s The Making of the English Working Class detail the economic decline of US and English craftsmen and women in the 19th century which resulted in a long period of both increased work demands and wage decline. Both Montgomery and Thompson note that at the same time worker productivity increased dramatically, the combination of declining wages and increasing productivity resulted in both the proletarianization of farmers and craftsmen and also the worsening of workers’ wages relative to prices. A similar phenomenon has been going on in the academic world over the past thirty years, and academic life today, compared with life in late 19th and early 20th century industrial England and America are not so different. In the modern academic world salaries adjusted for inflation have declined while work demands and class size have increased. Tenure and tenure track faculty are expected to publish more than ever, while adjunct faculty has been saddled with increasing numbers of both classes and students. As the French sociologist Guy Debord noted, there has occurred under advanced capitalism “the extension of the logic of factory labor to a large sector of services and intellectual professions.”

There is, however, one important difference between the proletarianization
of farmers and craftsmen in the 19th and 20th centuries and the proletarianization of today’s academic; while improved technology negated many of the advanced skills of farmers and craft workers, today’s academic is expected to have more skills and expertise than their counterparts of past generations. Forty years ago, for example, it was common for universities to offer tenure track positions to scholars who had not completed their terminal degree, whether a masters or Ph.D.; today’s academic, however, cannot hope to secure a tenure track position without a terminal degree in hand along with considerable teaching experience, a record of conference presentations and even published articles if not a published book. In 1970, for example, of the forty-four tenured and tenure track professors in the CSUN history department, eight did not have a Ph.D. and one did not have a Masters degree. In addition, of the tenured and tenure track hires with a Ph.D., five were hired by the department on a tenure track line without a Ph.D. in hand. This would be impossible today, where all new hires, whether tenure track or adjunct, are expected to have a Ph.D. when they begin teaching at CSUN. Thus, while the salaries of academics have declined, the requirements for a university position have increased. This differs from the dynamics of declining wages for 19th and 20th century workers in manufacturing, where declining wages were accompanied by a decline in the skills demanded of workers in modern industries.

This dynamic is most pronounced among adjunct faculty, many of whom have completed their terminal degree and have extensive teaching experience and publications yet cannot secure a tenure track position. And the numbers of adjunct faculty teaching at CSUN and throughout the CSU system has grown dramatically. Between 1972 and 1988, for example, the number of faculty hires at CSUN increased 28 percent, but less than one percent of these hires were full time positions. The reason for the growth in the number of “part-time” faculty is simple: money. “Part-time” faculty have the same qualifications as the tenured and tenure track faculty; they have a Ph.D. from an accredited university in the field of their expertise. But while “part time” faculty have the same qualifications, they are paid considerably less than full time faculty. At California State University-Northridge, for example, part-time faculty are paid an average of $4,500 a class. With benefits and other charges, it costs the university around $6,000 to hire a “part time” faculty member to teach a single class. For an entry level full time faculty, the cost to the university per class is a little more than $10,000. Thus, it costs the university only $48,000 to have eight classes taught in an academic year by “part time” faculty, while it costs the university at least $84,000 to have the same eight classes taught by full time faculty. By comparison, the Los Angeles Fire Department recently advertised for jobs with the fire department in the “$53,766-78,530” salary range. Thus a fire fighter in the city of Los Angeles can make as much and even far more that an adjunct professor teaching the equivalent of a full time teaching load. The point here is not to attack the salaries of fire fighters, who should be paid even more given the high cost of living in the Los Angeles area. The point of this comparison is to illustrate how poorly paid are highly educated and highly
skilled adjunct faculty in comparison with solid blue collar jobs.

The increased reliance on low-paid adjunct faculty to teach an increasing number of students is a nationwide phenomenon, and in the past 30 years the percentage of “contingent” faculty has increased from 43 percent to over 70 percent of the faculty nationwide. This figure includes full time faculty who teach summer and winter term classes or teach an extra class in addition to their normal load; if only adjunct faculty are considered, between 1975 and 2007 the percentage of adjunct faculty in the university system went from 30 percent to over 50 percent. The trend is clear; while the university system relies increasingly on adjunct faculty to teach an increasing percentage of classes, the salary of adjunct faculty is far less than tenured and tenure track faculty. The result is that while greater numbers of students are enrolled in colleges and universities throughout the nation, the salary paid to instructors to teach those students has declined considerably.

Unlike full-time faculty, who enjoy a measure of job security, part time faculty have very little in the way of job protection. A full time faculty member can expect employment for at least six years when his or her appointment is subject to a tenure review, after which, if the faculty member passes the review, he or she can continue to teach and collect a steady salary until retirement. By contrast, within the CSU system “part time” faculty is divided into three groups: semester, one year, and three year appointments. While three year appointments enjoy a measure of job security, they can still be relieved of all teaching duties if the university deems it necessary. Since full time faculty are much more difficult to dismiss due to contractual protections, it is not difficult to see why over the years the CSU system had relied increasingly on “part-time” faculty. Just as manufacturers fight all efforts by workers to protect their jobs, so too is this the case with the administrations of colleges and universities which resist all efforts by faculty to protect their positions.

The term “part time” is a misnomer, since most “part time” faculty actually teach more classes than do “full time” faculty. While most full time faculty in the CSU system are required to teach four classes a semester (eight classes a year), “part-time” faculty in the CSU system can teach up to six classes a semester (twelve classes a year)—the equivalent of teaching time and a half. Thus it is common for a “part time” faculty at CSU Northridge to also teach classes at CSU Channel Islands, CSU Los Angeles, or CSU Long Beach, as long as the “part time” faculty teaches a maximum of six classes within the CSU system. “Part-time” faculty can also teach additional classes outside the CSU system, and many “part-time” CSU faculty also teach at one of the University of California campuses, private colleges, community colleges, and online courses. In addition, both part time and full time faculty can teach summer school, so that it is not unusual for a “part time” CSU faculty member to teach fourteen classes in a given academic year, or sixteen classes if one includes classes taught outside the CSU system, while a “full time” CSU faculty member is required to teach eight classes in a given academic year. Yet the Orwellian language of the university system designates faculty that teach sixteen classes a year to be “part time.”
while those that teach eight classes a year to be "full time."

The recent budget crisis has further eroded the standard of living of California State University faculty. All faculty members, whether full- or part-time, took a ten percent pay cut because of a mandatory furlough policy instituted by governor Schwarzenegger. The 2009-2010 academic year has brought further layoffs of part time faculty, which has resulted in full time faculty now expected to teach many of the classes once taught by adjunct faculty. In the history department, for example, most of the full time faculty are now teaching an extra class in order to make up for the loss of part time faculty. Thus, while part time faculty will experience unemployment and thus cuts in their salary, full time faculty will be saddled with as much as a twenty-five percent increase in their workload. Thus, even with an end to the furlough CSU faculty will teach even more classes at their pre-furlough salary, which is the same as teaching the same number of classes at a reduced salary.

CSU chancellor Charles Reed is apparently not disturbed by salary cuts and reductions in the number of faculty teaching in the CSU system, and he recently responded to CSU faculty complaints about budget reductions this way: “you know what? There isn’t any money in Sacramento.” Recognizing that layoffs of part time faculty will not solve the budget crisis, Reed suggested that if “faculty taught one more class a semester, the efficiency of that is tremendous.” With faculty already saddled with increased teaching and reduced salaries, Chancellor Reed believes that the surviving faculty should teach even more classes. One suspects that Chancellor Reed has been reading over Frederick Taylor’s seminal 1911 book, The Principles of Scientific Management, which coldly rationalized work speedup and wage cuts as the best way to maximize profits in manufacturing.

Reductions in tenure track positions, salary cuts, tuition hikes, and increased class size have all been justified by the claim that the state does not have the money to continue to fund the CSU system as it once did. But each wave of tuition hikes, salary cuts, and hiring freezes stabilizes the situation for only a short time until another budget crisis begins yet another round of cuts. For example, the passage of Proposition 13 in 1978 led to a wave of layoffs which was only reversed with the 1984 adoption of a state lottery in which lottery taxes were used to pay for educational needs. With this latest budget crisis, Chancellor Reed argues that there is simply no money to keep the CSU system operating at its current levels. Reed has made a number of suggestions on how the state should adjust to decreased revenues, including a suggestion that the state eliminate 12th grade as a cost saving measure, since, according to Reed, 12th grade is “the biggest waste of time.” While eliminating 12th grade might save money in the short term, the long term consequences can only be negative. With unemployment rates among teens already higher than the state and national average, eliminating 12th grade would only worsen unemployment among teens denied schooling and thrust into an already dismal job market. Even in good economic times, releasing tens of thousands of 16-18 year old teenagers from school requirements would have an overall negative impact on California, especially in working class and poor
neighborhoods already plagued with high unemployment and crime.

The ripple effect of layoffs to the CSU system should be obvious to all, yet political and business leaders from Sacramento to Washington D.C. and Wall Street are apparently blind to the fact that layoffs will only worsen an already bad economic situation. The CSU system currently employs over 45,000 faculty and staff, and the 2009-2010 ten percent salary reduction will only serve to weaken consumer demand and force employers to lay off even more workers in a state already suffering from over twelve percent unemployment and an underemployment rate of over 20 percent.29 The wave of faculty layoffs in 2010 has put thousands out of work which will result in yet another wave of layoffs. Despite hopes of an economic recovery, most analysts agree that housing foreclosures will peak in 2011, both in California and the nation as a whole. In addition, new unemployment numbers suggest that unemployment has only increased of late and shows no sign of declining.30

Ironically, while consumer demand is down in most industries, applications to enroll in the CSU system increased by 53 percent in 2009 and went above 600,000 applications for the fall, 2011 semester.31 Thus, the state of California refuses to heed “customer” (student) demand, and while there is a greater-than-ever-demand for classes and teachers within the CSU system, both the state assembly in Sacramento and Chancellor Reed have decided to cut back on both classes and faculty. Reduced salaries and layoffs in the CSU system will inevitably cause a further reduction in state tax revenues. So, as bad as the economic crisis is now in the state of California, it promises to only get worse as state tax revenues decline further in the wake of layoffs and salary cuts. In fact, days after California governor Jerry Brown took office he announced another round of layoffs and cutbacks, which he blamed on increased unemployment and declining revenues.32

In theory, with faculty layoffs student enrollment must also be reduced and Chancellor Reed proposes to reduce CSU enrollment to its 2000 levels. But since the California legislature allocates money to the CSU system based on student enrollment, any reduction in student enrollment will be followed by a reduction in funds allocated to the CSU system by the state legislature. This spiral downward has, in theory, no bottom, since each reduction in student enrollment would be followed by a reduction in state money which in turn would lead to further reductions in enrollment and on down until there are no students left in the CSU system. One way budget shortfalls have been made up has been by increasing tuition, so much so that since 2002 tuition fees have been increased by 242 percent.33 Yet each new tuition hike fails to provide financial stability for the CSU system, underscoring the fact that increasing tuition in the future cannot solve the longstanding budget crisis in the CSU, UC and community college systems. The great irony is that in the 1960s, when the state was not nearly as wealthy as it is now, it was virtually free to attend any of the CSU campuses.34

In 1960, for example, when the per capita income, adjusted for inflation, was much lower than today, California had one of the best educational systems in the entire country, and tuition fees were minimal at both the CSU and UC campuses.35 Today, budget crises plague California’s state colleges and
universities, tuition hikes are an annual occurrence, and the state’s public school system now ranks at the bottom of the nation. While it is assumed that the budget crisis is a result of overspending, a 2003 study by the non-partisan California Budget Project showed that per capita state spending actually decreased in the 1980s and only grew by one percent in the 1990s. Thus, the current budget crisis and the cutbacks and layoffs that followed were not the result of irresponsible spending. The same cannot be said of the tax side of the equation, where over the past three decades tax cuts have been almost an annual event, especially for the wealthiest Californians. For example, when both direct and indirect taxes are included, the poorest 20 percent of Californians now pay a greater percentage of their income in taxes, 12 percent, than do the wealthiest one percent of Californians who pay only 7 percent of their income in taxes.

If it is tax cuts that caused this current budget crisis then a tax increase would logically get the state, and the CSU system, out of its current malaise. Many proposals have been put forward, including a move to rescind or at least amend Proposition 13 (which now allows tax breaks for commercial real estate as well as private home owners), and a recently defeated proposition to tax oil drilled in California to be used solely for the CSU, UC, and community college systems. Critics also note that since California only receives back 78 cents for every dollar California pays the federal government in taxes, the budget crisis could be averted if Congress simply put back into California what it collected in taxes. These and other proposals have merit, although they will be subject to the oft-repeated charge that any and all taxes hurt business, which in turn hurt investments, and thus reduce jobs. This argument, while widely held, has little basis in fact. During the presidency of Dwight D. Eisenhower, for example, the wealthiest one percent of Americans were taxed over 90 percent of their income with no ill effects on the economy. In fact, many economic historians look to the 1950s as the peak years of US prosperity.

Of course finding funds to fulfill the mission of the CSU system is the responsibility of the state legislature and the CSU Board of Trustees, not the faculty, staff, and student body of the Cal State University system. The CSU mission statement is clear in its promise to provide quality, affordable, education to all, and the CSU’s and state of California’s failure to fulfill the CSU mission statement is a breach of its commitment to the people of California. The CSU mission statement declares that it is charged to “encourage and provide access to an excellent education to all who are prepared for and wish to participate in collegiate study.” The mission statement accepts responsibility to provide quality education for all Californians regardless of obstacles, financial or otherwise. According to the mission statement, it is the goal of the CSU system to seek out individuals with collegiate promise who face cultural, geographical, physical, educational, financial, or personal barriers to assist them in advancing to the highest educational levels they can reach.

Thus the downsizing of faculty, increased reliance on adjunct faculty, pay cuts, reductions in enrollment, tuition hikes, and increases in class size are all violations of the CSU mission...
statement. Students subject to constant tuition hikes cannot overcome the “financial barriers” that would prevent them for acquiring a quality higher education. Neither can faculty constantly subject to pay cuts, increased work load and periodic layoffs provide a quality education for students of any background, much less students who face “cultural, physical, educational, financial, or personal barriers” in the pursuit of a college education. Finally, number studies argue that increased use of adjunct faculty only hurts the quality of a student’s education.\textsuperscript{42}

Lack of money is the standard justification for the tuition increases, the greater reliance on adjunct teaching and faculty downsizing. Yet the fact is that there is ample money in California to keep the CSU system operating and expanding, and there is also ample money to provide CSU students with an affordable, quality education carried out by well-paid faculty and administrators. California is the wealthiest state in the wealthiest nation in the world, and, according to the CIA’s \textit{World Factbook}, if California were an independent nation it would have the tenth richest economy in the world, ahead of Canada, Spain, and Australia.\textsuperscript{43} California is both the largest manufacturing and largest agricultural state in the US. In turn, the United States is both the largest manufacturing and agricultural producing nation in the world.\textsuperscript{44} Thus, while there is no lack of wealth in the state, it is the allocation of these vast riches over the past decades which has so decimated all public services. Once free, education now comes at a high price, and once well-paid academic positions now rival salaries of low-wage workers—this despite the fantastic growth in the per capita wealth of the state and the nation.

While both the government and business sectors have sought to reduce costs in the state university system through salary reductions and tuition hikes, the academic world itself shares a measure of blame for the erosion of state funded colleges and universities. In a recent study done by the \textit{Chronicle of Higher Education}, many “experts” on higher education believe that too many people are going to college. Charles Murray, for example, argues that “it has been empirically demonstrated that doing well (B average or better) in a traditional college major in the arts and sciences requires levels of linguistic and logical/mathematical ability that only 10 to 15 percent of the nation’s youth possess.” In the same study, Marty Nemko laments what he considers a glut of college students while he finds it difficult to find an affordable plumber. Nemko believes that producing more college students is actually detrimental since

\textsuperscript{[i]}ncreasing college-going rates may actually hurt our economy. We now send 70 percent of high-school graduates to college, up from 40 percent in 1970. At the same time, employers are accelerating their offshoring, part-timing, and temping of as many white-collar jobs as possible. That results in ever more unemployed and underemployed B.A.’s. Meanwhile, there’s a shortage of trades people to take the Obama infrastructure-rebuilding jobs. And you and I have a hard time getting a reliable plumber even if we’re willing to pay $80 an hour—more than many professors make.\textsuperscript{45}
These views are not the views of a few, but are shared by a large section of the academic world. In fact, of the nine “higher education experts” surveyed for the Chronicle study, five believed that too many students are going to college. Thus, while outside forces have long sought to diminish the size and importance of publicly-funded higher education, there is a strong sentiment within the academic world that downsizing, tuition hikes and enrollment reductions are actually a good thing.

It is often argued that the downsizing and declines in salaries and benefits are really the result of the iron laws of the “marketplace” in which a “surplus” of Ph.D. holders have driven down salaries and created an increasing pool of unemployed or under-employed Ph.D. holders. Over the years, so goes this argument, universities have produced far more Ph.D. holders than jobs available in the “market.” This view is widely held not only within the general population but among academics themselves. Yet if a surplus of degree holders really determined salaries, then Wall Street stock broker salaries would hover at the minimum wage scale. In his book Liar’s Poker, Michael Lewis notes the flaw in the “salaries are determined by supply” argument. At Salomon Brothers, where Lewis worked in the 1980s, over 6,000 applicants competed for only 127 positions during a time when “paychecks spiraled higher in spite of the willingness of others who would, no doubt, do the same job for less.” Wall Street job seekers are armed with, at most, MBAs (masters in business administration), while Ph.D.s hold, well, Ph.D.s. And while newly-hired brokers with no experience received high-end salaries, scholars with much more experience received far less in pay. Lewis noted, for example, that a chaired professor at the London School of Economics with over twenty years experience teaching, researching and writing received half the salary that Lewis was offered his first year as a broker with Solomon Brothers. Recognizing the deep chasm between theory and practice Lewis concluded that “[t]here was something fishy about the way supply met demand at an investment bank.”

But as Mark Bousquet notes in his book How the University Works, a supposed “surplus” of Ph.D. holders in the market today is really the result of the extreme exploitation of graduate students that have yet to receive their Ph.D. At most research universities the majority of lower division classes are taught by graduate students rather than Ph.D. holders. Bousquet notes that if classes at research universities were taught by Ph.D. holders rather than graduate students there would be no glut of unemployed or underemployed Ph.D. holders scrounging around for work. Within the University of California system, for example, most introductory courses are taught by graduate students, not by lecturers with their doctorate completed. If the UC system were to require that only Ph.D. holders could teach classes within the UC system, the “glut” of Ph.D. holders would end immediately. Out-of-work Ph.D. holders would employ the skills they worked years to develop, and graduate students would do what they were historically expected to do: study and write their thesis.

The increased pressure on graduate students both to fulfill their own graduate course demands as well as to teach undergraduate classes has resulted in an increase in the amount of time
needed to complete the Ph.D. Even worse perhaps is that because of the tremendous work expected of graduate students today, a growing number of them never do complete their Ph.D. requirements. Even for those that do acquire a Ph.D., they are thrust into a “market” in which they are now competing with the low wage graduate students they themselves once were and thus are often thrown into the ranks of the unemployed. Ironically, most graduate students will never teach a university course once they leave graduate school. As Bousquet notes, “for the majority of graduates, the Ph.D. indicates the logical conclusion of an academic career.”

Unlike the UC system, within the CSU system most classes are in fact taught by Ph.D. holders, yet a significant number of classes are still taught by individuals who have yet to receive their Ph.D. This is true of the English department, where a large number of classes are taught by adjunct professors who have yet to finish their Ph.D. requirements. In addition, graduate students are used to perform a myriad of tasks at a very low salary, including guest lectures, secretarial work, and research for full time faculty. If, for example, UC Los Angeles and UC Santa Barbara were to use only Ph.D. holders to teach their classes, then there would be very few Ph.D. holders left to work as part-time faculty at CSUN, Cal State LA, or Cal State Channel Islands. In sum, the belief that there is a surplus of Ph.D. holders is simply not true. What is true is that cash-strapped universities have relied increasingly on graduate students to teach classes at rock bottom salaries, which in turn has resulted in a lack of jobs for Ph.D. holders.

The increased reliance on graduate students to teach and perform other academic tasks is just another aspect of the overall agenda of lowering costs by cutting salaries, laying off qualified faculty, and denying tenure track positions to qualified Ph.D. holders. The exploitation of graduate students is particularly severe, as they are expected to perform work of a highly-skilled nature at wages that rival those in the low-wage food service industry. The result has been a deepening divide between graduate students and university administrators as well as between graduate students and full time faculty. In California, for example, UC graduate students in 2000 were finally granted the right to organize into a union, despite bitter opposition by the UC administration. Most graduate students, however, continue to be without a union, and thus they are subject to ever increasing exploitation by the university system.

The divide between part-time and full time faculty has also served to erode the academy from within. While the increase in part-timers was a “tremendous money-saving device”..., [i]t was also a way... to disable the faculty, because it meant that a growing proportion of the faculty were without tenure and without job security.” And despite their lower salary and lack of job protections, many full time faculty embrace the second class status of the part time faculty. As one CSUN full timer, Patrick Nicholson, notes, many full timers believe that without the part timers the full time faculty would be laid off. CSUN’s former Academic Vice President Bob Suzuki pointed out that full-timers are guilty of “exploitation” of part-timers, since “there are some departments on this campus who rely on
the part-time faculty to teach the large classes and to generate the FTEs (full time equivalents) so that the senior, tenured faculty can have reduced teaching loads. While relying on part-timers as a rampart against layoffs and to free up full-timers for more research might be effective in the short term, over the long haul full-timers are also subject to increased workloads, decreased salaries, and possible layoffs.

CSUN History lecturer Dr. Robert Cleve believes that the divide between part time and full time faculty is not “healthy academically.” Part timers enjoy little job protection and so are most easily dismissed. Lecturers are also paid considerably less than full-time faculty, which only further erodes the overall status and salaries of the faculty, both full and part time. Since part-time faculty are non-tenure track their academic right to free speech is compromised, Cleve argues, which only erodes the overall environment of academic freedom. Cleve believes that full-time faculty support for the increased use of non tenure, low paid, part-time faculty is in fact an “astoundingly successful attack on tenure” itself, and should be resisted by full-time faculty. Cleve’s solution is simple: “lecturers positions… should be… converted to full time positions.” “If I’m good enough to teach these students for the History Department since 1984,” Cleve argues, “I’m good enough to teach them as a tenured professor.”

In sum, the crisis in the CSU system mirrors the crisis in the rest of the academic world in which a “proletarianization” of faculty has been carried out over the past thirty years. Faculty salaries have not kept up with inflation, junior faculty salaries are lower than entry level salaries of earlier generations, and tenure track positions are increasingly replaced by per-class adjunct instructors, whose salaries are lower than full-time faculty (even if they have taught at an individual institution longer), and who have little job security. The overall result has been that faculty wages, benefits and job security have all declined demonstrably over the past thirty years. Tuition hikes have not alleviated this crisis, and despite considerable tuition increases in the past few years the CSU system faces yet another round of layoffs, reductions in course offerings and forced cut backs in student enrollment. If this trend continues, an increasingly large number of highly-trained scholars will find themselves either unemployed or competing for low-paying positions with no job security while qualified high school graduates will not be able to attend college. The overall effect of this on the economy and society of California is all-too predictable.

Repeated federal and state budget crises have created the rational for cut backs in salaries along with the growth of adjunct teaching and the relative decline of classes taught by full time professors. Each new crisis results in a lowering of salaries which in turn reduces federal and state revenues and creates the conditions for further government cutbacks in funding for colleges and universities. As in agriculture and manufacturing, the education industry has increasingly followed a business model in which the goal is to reduce the salaries and benefits of all employees while at the same time increase class size and tuition, and to rely increasingly on low paid adjunct faculty to teach more and more classes to larger numbers of students. Unless
there is concerted action taken by faculty at all levels, tenured, tenure track, full time lecturers and part time adjuncts, there is no reason for the chancellor’s office or the state assembly to halt the annual cuts in funds for California’s colleges and universities. Just as was the case with the American and English working classes in the 19th and 20th centuries, academics must also organize to resist the erosion of their profession. While there are many differences between the working classes of the 19th and 20th centuries and the academics of the 21st century, the erosion of salaries, benefits and job security of both groups is strikingly similar. Just as laboring peoples earlier organized and successfully resisted their impoverishment so too must academics today attempt to learn from the actions of their working class brothers and sisters of generations past.

In the fall of 2009, Dr. Charles Macune, first mentioned in the opening paragraph of this article, retired from the history department at California State University-Northridge after forty years as a full-time tenured faculty member. Due to the budget crisis there are no plans to hire a full time historian to fill Dr. Macune’s vacant position.
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